Your world, Here and Now…
Bringing meaning into your maps…
Let the LASER redesign your world…
Enabling your growth through Digital Transformation

Our Services:
-

Photogrammetry
We provide high quality updated mapping solutions for diverse applications such as: natural
disasters, construction, surveying etc in a timely manner and at cost effective rates.
Our services include: Aerial Triangulation, Stereo Complication and DEM and DTM.

-

LiDAR (Light Detection and Ranging)
We generate accurate high volumes of data and intensity images with the aid of IMU and
GPS data to model the earth’s surface.
Our services include Powerline Data Processing, 3D City Modelling and Flood Mapping.
We solve all LiDAR processing needs.

-

Mobile Mapping
We operate the highest grade of mobile LiDAR scanners to conduct topographical survey.
Our team also captures Mobile LiDAR data of 200 km/day using our own survey equipment
with relative accuracy of 5 cm.
We convert survey data to create topographical maps, contours and cross-sections which
help preparing detailed project reports (DPR).

-

Smart Cities

We support urban renewal projects with specialised City Planning, Technology Solutions,
Utility Management, Mobility & Location Management, In-transit Safety Management,
Integrated Platform Solutions and Location Content - Navigation .
-

Data Conversation
Our team has extensive experience with land-based facility database conversion and has
assisted utility companies, Municipalities, consulting firms, town planners, architects and
engineers.
Typical projects are Survey & Data collection, GIS Map Data creation and Digitization, Utility
mapping, etc.

-

3D Laser Scanning
We deliver 3D models for any type of structure or buildings. These are accurate to the
nearest millimetre and provide superlative level of realism.
Our services include 3D “as-built” update, Reverse Engineering, Wireframe Models, Rapid
Surface Model, Solid Model, Surface texturing/Photo draping, Animation / Walk through and
Rapid surface models.

-

Building Info Modelling (BIM)
We offer Building Visualization, Logistics planning, Constructability Analysis, Clash Detection
and much more. We take a multi-disciplinary approach, aiming to offer innovative solutions
to current infrastructural development practices around the globe.
Our services include Modelling, Coordination, Integration, Documentation and
Implementation.

-

Location Content – Navigation
Our Services include:
Base Map Creation: Develop end-to-end Navigable Map Creation and realignment of Street
networks & Geographical Attributes based on satellite & Aerial Imagery.
Field Data Collection: Used for road networks, Point of Interest (POI), Point address, Transit
data, etc.

Here and Now. A Promise to build technology that expands your awareness of things you care
about.
Our Vision of “Expanding your Here and Now” drives and binds our key businesses.

